UNDERSTANDING
PERIODONTAL (GUM) DISEASE
Periodontal diseases occur when a bacterial infection
develops where the gums join the teeth. Harmful
bacteria release enzymes that can cause underlying
bone loss, receding gums and eventual tooth loss.

A NEW
DYNAMIC

Pockets associated with
periodontal disease

in Periodontal Care

Bleeding, swollen gums

Loss of periodontal
ligament attachment and
tooth-supporting bone
Harmful bacteria
leading to
periodontal disease

PERIODONTAL DISEASES
• #1 cause of tooth loss in adults
• Affect more than half of people over age 30
• Often painless and may go undetected

For more information about
periodontal disease and the
PeriowaveTM treatment system,
visit us at:

www.periowave.com

• May be genetic and inherited

Ondine Biopharma Corp.
Bacteria associated with periodontal diseases can
travel into the bloodstream and may result in other
adverse health effects. This makes early detection of
periodontal diseases critical.
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Introducing

A Painless
Treatment for
Gum Disease
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DO YOU HAVE PERIODONTAL DISEASE ?

INTRODUCING PERIOWAVE™

PERIOWAVE™ is:

Do you have red, swollen, bleeding gums, persistent
bad breath or tooth sensitivity? You may have some
form of periodontal disease.

Periowave™ is a quick and painless technology
that works to kill the bacteria associated with
periodontal diseases, without the promotion of
antibiotic resistance.

• Painless

In a healthy mouth, shallow (1-3 mm deep) pockets
exist where the teeth meet the gums. When gum
disease occurs, these pockets deepen. Deeper pockets
accumulate harmful bacteria, which may lead to
increased gum inflammation and eventual bone loss.

Healthy

Healthy Gums

Periowave™ utilizes a non-thermal laser light
combined with a photosensitizing solution designed
to kill bacteria associated with the diseases. Killing
the bacteria halts the progression of the disease and
allows healing to begin.

• Quick
• Effective
• Safe

Periodontal
Disease
Periodontal Probe
Plaque (Bacterial Biofilm)

Calculus / Tartar

Periodontal Pocket

Healthy Attachment
and Bone Levels

• Non-Antibiotic

Step 1: IRRIGATE

Step 2: ILLUMINATE

Your dental professional
irrigates the infected area
with the Periowave™
photosensitizing
solution. This
solution attaches
to the harmful
bacteria.

A non-thermal diode laser
light is placed into the
periodontal pocket. The
solution-filled treatment
area is illuminated for 60
seconds, killing harmful
bacteria and reducing
virulence factors.

Reduced
Attachment
and Bone Levels

Your Dentist or Dental Hygienist evaluates the health of
your gums during an examination that includes probe
readings to measure the depth of your pockets.
Bacteria in the
periodontal pocket

Treatment site is irrigated
with the photosensitizer,
which preferentially attaches
to targeted bacteria

The non-thermal diode laser
illuminates the treatment
site at a compound-specific
wavelength. Reactive oxygen
species formation follows

Ask Your Dental Professional About Periowave!

Eradication of targeted
pathogens and inactivation of
virulence factors

